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About This Series

Watch the official Community Guide video series to learn some of the basics of Arma 3’s military gameplay. This series is
created by Bohemia Interactive in co-operation with Andrew Gluck (better known as Dslyecxi) from the Arma community

group Shack Tactical.
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arma 3 community guide series. arma 3 community guide jets

Thanks LucasArts for reviving this amazing and excelent game i really hope they do the same With Day Of The Tentacle, that
game is another piece of Art.. I WAS going to do an Einlanzer review first, but I guess I'll have to settle for this instead. What
can i say about this game? This is RPGMaker, and it is fairly good, the music and dungeons are a bit repetitive, but this game
feels a bit lackluster.

For some reason it feels like this is half a game, despite the story being relatively well written. My main reasoning for this is that
I'm used to in RPGMaker games you to be around lv 50-70 when you reach the finale. In this game you are lv 30 if you do
EVERYTHING. It feels short in that regard.

But I admit it was a good story, except for the final act which was kind of cliche. I will admit there were SEVERAL points
before the finale that had me laughing at the seams, but the finale was a bit lackluster. But not a terrible game by any stretch of
the mind.. very good add-on for the price you're paying. Even more so if it's on a sales.

halflings are a very unique race, relying heavily on "luck" mechanics and other nice features like "throwing chickens", or
"fireworks". Reminds me much of LOTR lol..

The 4 missions campaign does help a lot to add further depth for the Halflings race.. and the new mini Naga race too.. I was
looking to install a game I have not played in a while, and I know for certain it will not be this game.

I can not recommend this game, in fact I would go as far as saying to avoid it even if it is on sale at a greatly reduced price.
There are little to no redeeming features of this awkward mix of zombie survival and visual novel, supposedly this is episodic
but part 1 was released over three years ago at the time of typing this review and there have been no significant updates or news,
and to be honest it is hardly surprising given just how poor this game is.

Avoid it,. At least I got it for super cheap. I figured it wouldn't be so bad, but several bad design choices lead to a frustrating
experience. The main gimmick is rotating, but it feels clunky. It's slow by default, but can be sped up with Control-clicks. The
first person camera feels really distanced from your character. A physical body and feet would really help for jumping in first-
person. Also requiring first-person jumps onto a single small tile that disappears at intervals, that's just bad.

I may give Pulse Shift some more effort when I'm in the mood, but I'd recommend to avoid. It makes the mistakes of some of
the worst first-person platformers, and throws in some new mistakes with the weird controls. Tab 3 times to save, what is that?.
More like a browser app than a game (or something along the lines of minefield/solitaire). It's really not what you expect.
Extremely simplified gameplay consisting of moving units once in order to attack. I have not tested the multiplayer which
appears to work on IP address but assuming it works then I would say it could be worth you picking this up to play with friends.
As a single player game it is almost worthless and with AI ranged units seeming to know exactly where you are and your ranged
guys using a "pick a random square and you might get lucky" means of finding them the chances are your entire squad could be
picked off by a lone ranged unit with poison. Don't get drawn in by the Citadel Miniatures look of the pieces - the graphics are
pixelated and generally poor. Others have whined about the sound being fuzzy - which it is - but it serves very little purpose
anyway so if you must play this play it with the sound off. Unless you want something lightweight to toy around with in work
when you are bored or know others who want to engage with you in multiplayer then avoid.. Although this game is old it is still
fun to play and good AI (in my opinion) Get it when it's on sale for only 2.99. Let me just start by saying that I really wanted to
like this game. I really did. However, the difficulty of the AI (easy), the ambiguity of the controls (I had to use the opening
Unity dialog to figure them out, which I've never had to do before), the poor controlling (you press a button and it takes you,
like, 10 minutes to turn) and even the lack of an exit button (I mean, really, come on guys) lead me to dislike this.

Hey, at least the game's kawaii. It has that going for it.
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Devs said \u201cWe estimate the game will be in early access for 12-16 months.
2 years later we are at version 0.1. We got 1 or 2 updates in the entirety of 2018!

As is i dont know how people are recommending this game even with pre release there are WAY too many bugs for me to
recommend at this time.
Pros-Graphics are stellar nearly real life
Cons-Tutorial SUCKS, you run around and yes you find a heal kit and heal items but event he damn help menu doesnt tell you
how to use it and every key i hit nothing worked.
Dinos-Plenty of them
Supplies for crafting-few and far between, found tons of sticks but there was giant rocks and small rocks all around but you
couldnt pick up any of them the only items you can use or pick up is in blue i found 2 roks in thirty minutes. But i could find a
dino ready to eat me every 5 minutes
As is im not recommending but i reserve the right to change this review as time goes on.
This game has been pre-release without required fixes for way too long. It feels unfinished, unbalances and lost. Additionally
game crashes lke REGULARLY with no reason, this has been going on since 2017 and they still havent fixed it on a prerelease
game. I am \/FACEPALMING ALL DAY
I have tried to give this several tries and im still on NO. Its totally random what you get to spawn, each time you start a new
game there could be a TREX spawn behind you, insta death trust me i know. Or the items that are in the escape pod are totally
random, 2 hours of running around and not ONE thermal thield. I have tried to recreate each time but every time its random.
Sometimes i have another human come to my camp sometimes i dont. The objective locations do not always appear on the map
so you are running around like an idiot, and finding flowers to cure things is like finding a needle in a haystack and you can only
hold so many items.

As is 4\/10. I think that SOME of the players recommending this game were either paid to do it and\/or are a part of the devs or
friends of the devs because most games like this have more than 198 revoews two years out on prerelease. Additionall some of
the reviewsers no longer have the game in their list and the friends list tells me a lot.

That said this game has\/had potential but the are seriously blowing it and not the volcano way either.. The game lacks general
tutorials, and the fact that it only goes to 'double' speed makes this game feel so slow. I realize its early access, but I personally
wouldnt recommend it yet. It seems to have potential with unique buildings and unique 'jobs' etc etc. I'll just watch it on youtube
for now.. -load the game
-get in a race
-don't know controlls
-get 23rd place-
-customize controls
-realizes game is really hard and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665420\/69 would play again. A short walkie. Vague,
troubling, atmospheric. Resigned.

Dedicated to filmmaker Lars Von Trier, and feels a lot like Melancholia.

Effective musical ennui by John Fio.

Marred by a few bugs and typos. But if you liked La Molleindustria's Every Day the Same Dream, this will probably work for
you.
. Good job Penny! I also learned how to program games in QBASIC when I was about your age some 25 years ago, and I now
work in software development as a grown-up, so if you like doing it, I think you should stick with it and learn everything you
can about programming. Looking forward to seeing what you come up with next!. a little buggy but gets bugfixes daily since
release
clearly better than game dev tycoon, you get a lot more freedom and options and you get them earlier
however it requires you to invest more time into it to learn (because theres more to the game than just matching 3 sliders) and
expect to fail your first few runs. The best $11.69 I ever spent for a demo. For real though, the game is obvs great and fun and
has a cute story and characters and the music and you will enjoy playing it. I will probably even go back and try to get the
achievements in the different levels. But dang, I shouldn't overall complete something the day I get it. 1.9 hours after I get it.
And that is only because I took a break to snuggle the cat. PS- She bit me.. Game Information
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Phantasmat: The Endless Night Collector's Edition is an Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game that was developed by Eipix
Entertainment and published by Big Fish Games Studio.

The third chapter of the game's series. Previous installments as follows: "Phantasmat" and "Crucible Peak."

Since this is a collector's edition, it comes with extra features, that are not available in its' counterpart; the standard edition.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is nicely done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There are four different difficulty game modes to choose from: Easy; Medium; Hard and Custom.

There is an interactive map in the game. It allows the player to fast travel between each locations quickly. It also indicates that there
are tasks that can be completed at certain locations. The interactive map is not automatically given at the start of the game.

There is a padlock feature that is available to lock the inventory panel in place to make it stationary.

There are interactive items in the game. Some of these interactive items may require extra components before they can be interact
with. All interactive items are marked with a symbol in one of the corners.

The hidden object scenes consists of the following: Riddled items; Find 'x' amount items;Shadow items; Traditional word list. Some
of these hidden object scenes may require little or no interactions. Most of the hidden object scenes can be replayed in the game's
extra feature section.

The puzzles are fairly easy to solve without having the need to skip any of them. Most of the puzzles can be replayed in the game's
extra feature section.

There is a collectible in the game: Eye. They are scattered throughout the game for the player to find.

Since this is a collector's edition, there is a bonus chapter, but it can be accessed only after the main story is completed.

There are thirteen different achievements to unlock from playing the game. Each of these achievements does come with some
requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked. These achievements are in-game only.

Miscellaneous

There are extra features in the game: Bonus Chapter; Bonus Hidden Objects; Bonus Puzzles; Soundtracks; Wallpapers; Concept Art;
Souvenir Room and Game's Strategy Guide. Most of these extra features can be access only after the entire game is completed.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. This is one of those games that I would give a sideways thumb for.

Is it a transparent apology for DW9? Yes.

Is it better than Warriors All Stars? Absolutely.

Does it have anywhere near as much content as Warriors Orochi 3? No. Not at all. I guess I'll break down the pros and cons!
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Pros:
- Magic system is pretty fun
- Good selection of music between DW8 and SW4. (Some key tracks missing, but at least God of War from SW4 is present!)
- It's not DW9
- Runs great, I haven't had a single crash and maybe only a handful of FPS drops. That's running the game at max settings with a
so-so laptop

Cons:
- The moeblob which is Naotora Ii returns. Again. And is somehow even more flanderized than usual. Every other word is
SUMIMASEN
- In a game with like, a billion characters, only giving deified forms to like... 8? Two of which being Zhao Yun and Zhao Yun Red
is pretty disappointing
- Nowhere near as much content as Warriors Orochi 3, way less fanservice-y moments. Which results in most of the cast being
invisible after they are recruited, because there's no side stuff to give them moments.

Overall? If you can get it on sale, go for it. Send a message that DW9 was a horrific abomination that we will never forget..
Essentially the same game as Garden Rescue, this is a very simplistic tower defense game with some significant design flaws.
Enemies carry the plants that you are protecting back to the beginning of the path, dropping them wherever they die. This means
that if any enemies get past your towers, it becomes easier for all future enemies to get to your plants, and many of the towers
you've built may become useless. Also, the towers will sometimes target the closest enemy, rather than the enemy farthest along the
path, needlessly allowing enemies to get past them. There is no way to adjust the towers targeting.
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